The craft. The story. The impact.

Deep Water Infinity Scarf

18223 $30

This handwoven acrylic and wool blend
infinity scarf is super soft and warm
without being too heavy, perfect for frosty
mornings! It also features a beautiful deep
aquamarine pattern on a bold peacock
blue background.

Collection

Sunara Leaf Pendant Necklace

32732 $22

This beautiful, adjustable leaf pendant has a
rainbow of colorful threads on one half and a
delicate brass lattice on the other, complete with a
suede backing.

A SERRV partner since 2003, this artisan group
in Ecuador, two-thirds of whom are women, receives fair
wages as well as access to global markets, product design
assistance, and production training. They also utilize
traditional weaving materials and techniques in many of
their handcrafts, helping to keep indigenous Ecuadorian
crafting traditions alive.

Calida Tagua Statement Necklace

Global
Fashion

18247 $42

A SERRV partner since 1976 (that’s almost 50
years!), this artisan group in Delhi gains access
to steady employment and fair wages. They
support children in artisan families by teaching
self-defense classes, ensuring that girls go to
school, and providing scholarships to prevent child
labor. They also provide adult literacy courses and technical
training for women to improve their handcrafting skills.

Shana Jewelry Pouch

32831 $26

Warm tones and bold color combine
to create this eye-catching necklace,
handmade from all-natural tagua nuts dyed
then strung on cotton cord. It’s adjustable,
so you can wear it short or long.

This 100% cotton pouch is beautifully
hand embroidered with a floral and
avian design. With ten individual
pockets, this pouch keeps jewelry
organized and untangled.
A must-have for travel!

A SERRV partner since 1980, this artisan
group in rural Ecuador earns fair wages for
their handcrafts. In 18 of Ecuador’s 24 provinces,
nearly 500 artisans and farmers gain access to business
training while preserving traditional crafting techniques.
This artisan group also donated food and other necessities to
families near Quito affected by COVID.

A SERRV partner since 1990, this artisan group in
Ahmedabad, India, all of whom are women, earns a
steady income through fine hand-embroidery. Hindus,
Muslims, and Christians work together in harmony in a safe
environment, and receive access to education for them and
their children.

Kantha Makeup Bag

32271 $18

If you love color, this is the bag for you!
This small makeup pouch is made from
recycled cotton saris and embellished
with hand-stitched kantha embroidery.
Includes a waterproof lining and is
perfect for holding everything from cosmetics to
electronics. It fits in a handbag or in a small carry-on
suitcase. Plus, no two are alike, and each one will be
truly one-of-a-kind.
A SERRV partner since 1990, this large artisan group in
East India receives vital income and safe employment
through handcrafting. Women are also empowered to form
businesses and become financially independent while
working reasonable hours and staying with their families.

Ocean Wave Scarf

34041 $28

This gorgeous scarf is one of SERRV’s
top-sellers! Pure silk is screen printed
and hand painted in the brilliant colors
and rolling patterns of an ocean wave by
artisans in India. It’s light enough and
bold enough to be worn year round.
A SERRV partner since 1996, this
artisan group employs over 300
individual artisans from the poorest parts of
Kolkata and provides them a safe work environment
in addition to a fair and steady income. Artisans also
receive education as well as training to improve their
handcrafting skills.

Java Batik Leather Necklace

Cranberry Chrysanthemum Scarf

37839 $26

This bold, adjustable leather statement
necklace is made by artisans in
Indonesia, and features traditional batik
designs and colors. A matching cuff
bracelet is also available.
A SERRV partner since 1993, this
artisan group in Java supports nearly
a hundred small family workshops in rural
villages around Yogyakarta—providing access to handcraft
training, fair and steady wages, micro loans, financial
training, and international markets to sell their handcrafts.

Nandi Bracelets, Set of 5

84119 $22

Master weavers in eSwatini use their
basket-weaving skills to create beautiful
jewelry from hand-rolled and handdyed sisal. These sustainable bracelets
in multiple colors are the perfect
addition to any fall outfit.

92873 $40

Lightweight and luxurious, this handmade
100% silk scarf features an open weave
texture with deep cranberry coloring
and a screen-printed chrysanthemum
pattern. It’s the perfect ‘in-between’
scarf, and a beautiful addition to any
fall wardrobe.
A SERRV partner since 1999, this
artisan group in Vietnam employs ethnic minorities,
women and men with physical disabilities, and victims of the
dangerous Agent Orange herbicide used during the Vietnam
War. In each of their 70 producer groups across the country,
artisans gain access to sustainable and fair employment free
of exploitation, and essential healthcare. They also preserve
precious traditional craft techniques.

A SERRV partner since 2010, this artisan
group in eSwatini earns vital income through fair trade. More
than 700 rural Swazi women artisans receive training to
become skilled weavers, and they gain access to health care
and education.
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